April 14, 2021

The Honorable Joseph R. Biden
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Biden,

We write urging you to suspend your January 26, 2021, executive order to close down prisons, including those housing criminal aliens. The Great Plains Correctional Institution located in Hinton, Oklahoma, is among those your administration has targeted. It is a low-security prison that has capacity to house as many as 1,940 criminal alien prisoners and its contract is set to expire on May 31, 2021. The Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has informed us this contract will not be renewed, apparently in response to your executive order. We believe your order is imprudent and will not serve the interests of Oklahoma or the nation.

The Great Plains facility plays an important role in ensuring criminal aliens serve their sentences and are released to Immigration and Customs Enforcement so that they may be deported to their home countries. Justice must be served before we deport criminal aliens. Closing this facility sends the signal to communities across our nation that justice for victims is not your top priority. We understand your Administration intends to transfer criminal aliens to other BOP facilities, but that could compromise the safety and security of other facilities as many of these criminal aliens are known gang members that could cause conflicts with American inmates.

We are very concerned with the negative economic impact closing this facility will have on the town of Hinton and its surrounding communities. The facility employs more than 250 Oklahomans and provides millions of dollars in tax revenue, which support community infrastructure and other important needs. Your blanket order, made without assessing needs or conditions at specific facilities, will devastate the economy of Hinton during a challenging economic environment caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

James M. Inhofe
United States Senator

Frank D. Lucas
Member of Congress

James Lankford
United States Senator